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**Circuit Courts**

*The Role of Circuit Courts in the Formation of United States Law in the Early Republic: Following Supreme Court Justices Washington, Livingston, Story, and Thompson*
KF8750.L96 2018

**Drone Aircraft**

*Commercial Drone Law: Digest of U.S. and Global UAS Rules, Policies, and Procedures*
KF2406.R38 2017

**European Union**

*The Law & Politics of Brexit*
HC240.25 .G7 L38 2017

**Feminist Jurisprudence**

*Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s Legacy of Dissent: Feminist Rhetoric and the Law*
Katie L. Gibson. The University of Alabama Press, c2018.
KF8745.G56 G53 2018

**Freedom of Religion**

*Law and International Religious Freedom: The Rise and Decline of the American Model*
KF4650.A328 1998 A5613 2018

**Freedom of Speech**
Liberal Suppression: Section 501 (c) (3) and the Taxation of Speech  
KF4772.H35 2018

**Jury Ethics**

_Jury Speech Rules: The Art of Ethical Persuasion, 3rd ed._  
KF8980.M35 2017

**Legal Ethics**

_Giving Voice to Values in the Legal Profession: Effective Advocacy with Integrity_  
KF306.P56 2018

**Medical Care**

_What is mHealth?_  
Covington & Burling, LLP, ed. ABA, Health Law Section, c2017.  
KF3826.T45 B76 2017

**Mental Health Courts**

_A Court of Refuge: Stories from the Bench of America’s First Mental Health Court_  
KF3828.5 .L47 2018

**Patent Suits**

_Patent Neutral: Expanding Use of ADR for Settlement of Patent Disputes at the PTAB_  
KF3155.N49 2018

**Solo Law Practice**

_Solo Lawyer by Design: A Plan for Success in any Practice_  

Trademark Infringement

A Breakout Role: Blocking Cross-Border Infringement with the Lanham Act
KF3193.A33 L34 2018

United States Supreme Court

Ethics and Accountability on the U.S. Supreme Court: An Analysis of Recusal Practices
KF8748.H86 2017

Vocational Rehabilitation

The Winning Edge: A Handbook for Testifying Vocational Experts
KF8961.S68 2018